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The data are not sufficient to permit any firm conclusion to be
drawn about the effect of vitamin E on cancer in humans*
The B Vitamins . No specific information has been produced by epi-
demiological studies, and there have been only a few inadequate labora-
tory investigations to determine whether there is a relationship between
various B vitamins and the occurrence of cancer. Therefore, no conclu-
sion can be drawn.
Minerals
Of the many minerals present in the diet of humans, the committee
reviewed the evidence for nine that have been suspected of playing a
role in carcinogenesis.  The assessment was severely limited by a pau-
city of relevant studies on all but two minerals—selenium and iron.
Where data on dietary exposure and carcinogenesis were insufficient,
the committee used information from studies of occupational exposure or
laboratory experiments in which the animals were exposed through routes
other than diet. Chapter 10 contains more detailed information on the
evidence summarized below.
Selenium. Selenium has been studied to determine its role in both
the causation and the prevention of cancer. The epidemiological evi-
dence is derived from a few geographical correlation studies, which have
shown that the risk of cancer is inversely related to estimates of per
capita selenium intake, selenium levels in blood specimens, or selenium
concentrations in water supplies. It is not clear whether this relation-
ship applies to all types of cancer or only to cancer at specific sites
such as the gastrointestinal tract. There have been no case-control or
cohort studies.
Experiments in animals have also demonstrated an antitumorigenic
effect of selenium. But the relevance of these results to cancer in
humans Is not apparent since the selenium levels used in most of the
studies far exceeded dietary requirements and often bordered on levels
that are toxic. Earlier reports suggesting that selenium was carcino-
genic in laboratory animals have not been confirmed.
Therefore, both the epidemiological and laboratory studies suggest
that selenium may offer some protection against the risk of cancer.
However, firm conclusions cannot be drawn from the limited evidence.
Increasing the selenium intake to more than 200 yg/day1 by the use
of supplements has not been shown to confer health benefits exceeding
•'•The upper lipit of the Range of Safe and Adequate Daily Dietary
published in the lecomaended Dietary Allowances (see Chapter

